Grade 3

Blackline Masters for Sample Lesson

Lesson 8

Review and Monitor
Two words in each row have the same vowel sound. One word has a different sound. Write the word that is different.

fern  girl  steer  __________  
breath  break  brake  __________  
say  wheel  weight  __________  
.taught  road  cot  __________  
third  nurse  scare  __________  

Circle the word that has the sound you hear at the beginning of sing.

scent  catch  cello  

Circle the word that has the sound you hear at the beginning of note.

wrist  column  gnarled  

Read each riddle below. Write the answer on the lines.

You can tie this in a rope or a shoelace.

What is it?  __ __ __ __

This is the number between seven and nine.

What is it?  __ __ __ __ __

You need a sharp knife to cut this piece of meat.

What is it?  __ __ __ __ __

This is part of your arm. It is between your hand and your elbow.

What is it?  __ __ __ __ __

These people live next door to you.

What are they?  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

This is another word for happy or joyful.

What is it?  __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Omar wrote a book report but didn’t check his spelling. He spelled eight words incorrectly. Circle the incorrect words. Then write the words correctly on the lines below.

I read a story about a pioneer family. Each person in the family could bring just one suitcase. After the family packed up their wagon, they said goodbye to their friends. They set off for the American West. They hoped to arrive at their knew home by autumn. One of the girls wrote in her journal every day. It was a great adventure story.
autumn  badge  stalk  believe
climb    gnaw    break  build
knight   lamb    ceiling  could
eight  fruit  niece  nuisance

great  guilty  obey  piece

guitar  neighbor  prey  receive
Asia
garage
ocean
special
collage
mirage
social
delicious
ancient
cello
vicious
character
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Directions: Have students cut out the pictures. Then have them put the pictures in order to talk about the rhyme.
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Directions: Have students write a word from the box to complete the sentence that tells about each picture.